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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Far more women are traveling the world for business
and pleasure and doing so on their own. Any woman that travels extensively knows that the world
can many times be a cultural minefield! Would you like to know which cultures are not big on small
talk? Or which ethnic groups put more importance on non-verbal cues? Do you want to know the
dining, gift-giving and dress etiquette for India, the Middle East, China, South America? From
knowing how to conduct yourself in a Japanese Tea Ceremony, to maintaining your Bella Figura in
Italy, and surviving a Russian toasting marathon, discover the confidence that comes from being
culture savvy, wherever you are in the world! Here are what others have had to say about Culture
Savvy : At last we can cross continents, confident in the knowledge of how not to offend local
sensibilities! Having travelled extensively, I have always wanted to step lightly on foreign soil. It
seems utterly logical to me to be respectful of local cultures, however to actually understand the
nuances, idiosyncrasies and customs of people is...
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Reviews
These types of ebook is the greatest book available. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am just very happy to explain how
here is the very best pdf i actually have read through inside my individual daily life and can be he greatest book for ever.
-- Ca mr yn Runolfsson
The ideal publication i at any time go through. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading through time. I am pleased to inform you that this is actually
the greatest book i have got read through during my individual existence and might be he best book for at any time.
-- Alexa ndr e Cr uicksha nk
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